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Thursday's Child Mar 10 2021 Thursday's Child by Nicci
French is the fourth novel in the bestselling Frieda Klein
series, following Blue Monday, Tuesday's Gone and Waiting
for Wednesday. Two crimes, generations apart . . . Twenty

years ago teenager Frieda Klein was brutally attacked in her
own home. No one believed her - not the police, not her
mother, not her friends. She left town, trained as a
psychologist and never went back. Now an old classmate has
shown up. She wants help with her daughter, who claims to
have been attacked at home. An attack eerily similar to the
one on Frieda. No one else believes the girl's story. Now with a school reunion in the offing - Frieda returns to the
darkness she fled. To the small town which refused to help
her and which hides a terrible secret. Because someone at the
reunion knows what happened. And they'll stop at nothing to
prevent Frieda discovering the truth . . . Praise for the Frieda
Klein series: 'Nicci French's sophisticated, compassionate
and gripping crime novels stand head and shoulders above
the competition' Sophie Hannah 'Expert in the unguessable
twist, supremely skilled at ratcheting up the tension' Easy
Living 'French leads the field' Sunday Express 'Brilliantly
crafted . . . masterly control of suspense' Daily Mirror
'Magnificent' Evening Standard 'A nerve-jangling and
addictive read' Daily Express
Things We Knew Were True Jan 28 2020 Edie loves Ricky
but her parents don't approve. At sixteen she thinks she's old
enough to make her own choices, be her own person. Old
enough to know what she wants from life. But when tragedy
turns Edie's world upside down, she's thrown out of the
comforting embrace of childhood once and for all. Twenty
years later, with a young family of her own, Edie is called
back home. And now she's full of questions: What happened
to the people who still haunt her dreams? How long can
family secrets remain hidden? And what became of the

things that, at sixteen, Edie knew were true?
Secret Smile Sep 16 2021 ***Special anniversary edition,
with a new introduction by Erin Kelly*** You have an
affair. You finish it. You think it's over. You're dead wrong .
. . Miranda Cotton thinks she's put boyfriend Brendan out of
her life for good. But two weeks later, she discovers that he's
intimately involved with her sister. What began as an
embarrassment becomes threatening - then utterly terrifying.
Because Brendan will stop at nothing to be part of Miranda's
life - even if it means taking it from her . . . 'Too few
novelists can combine this level of page-turning suspense
with character care and pin-sharp prose' Erin Kelly,
bestselling author of He Said/She Said
The Lying Room Dec 07 2020 One little secret between a
married woman, her lover, and a killer. In this thrilling
standalone from the internationally bestselling author of the
Frieda Klein series, a married woman’s affair with her boss
spirals into a dangerous game of chess with the police when
she discovers he’s been murdered and she clears the crime
scene of all evidence. It should have been just a mid-life
fling. A guilty indiscretion that Neve Connolly could have
weathered. An escape from twenty years of routine marriage
to her overworked husband, and from her increasingly distant
children. But when Neve pays a morning-after visit to her
lover, Saul, and finds him brutally murdered, their pied-àterre still heady with her perfume, all the lies she has so
painstakingly stitched together threaten to unravel. After
scrubbing clean every trace of her existence from Saul’s
life—and death—Neve believes she can return to normal,
shaken but intact. But she can’t get out of her head the one

tormenting question: what was she forgetting? An
investigation into the slaying could provide the answer. It’s
brought Detective Chief Inspector Alastair Hitching, and
Neve’s worst fears, to her door. But with every new lie,
every new misdirection to save herself, Neve descends
further into the darkness of her betrayal—and into more
danger than she ever imagined. Because Hitching isn’t the
only one watching Neve. So is a determined killer who’s
about to make the next terrifying move in a deadly affair….
The Lying Room Jul 22 2019 *** THE BRAND NEW
STANDALONE NOVEL FROM THE MASTER OF
PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE *** ''Confirms Nicci
French as the giant of the genre, upon whose shoulders other
writers stand'' Erin Kelly ''French, the pseudonymous couple
who single-handedly revamped the psychological thriller in
the 1990s, show they remain as expert at suspense, plot and
the psychology of stressed heroines'' Sunday Times ''The
Lying Room is a return to their roots, and oh boy, is it a good
one... With its terrifying premise - how easy it is for an
ordinary woman to find herself faced with evil - The Lying
Room isn''t merely a return to the form of Nicci French''s
earlier chillers - it''s even better'' Observer ''It''s Nicci French
perfection - which, as we all know, is the best kind of
perfection. So, so gripping and brilliantly clued'' Sophie
Hannah ''The Lying Room reasserts Nicci French as the
master of duplicity, suspense and sleight of hand'' Sam Baker
''The hook of The Lying Room is chilling: a woman
discovers the dead body of a man she knows and doesn''t tell
a soul. From the very first page, Nicci French remains one
step ahead of us as we race to unpick Neve Connolly''s

deadly tangle. Expertly paced, psychologically sharp,
thoroughly enjoyable'' Louise Candlish ''You know a book''s
gripping when you sneak away at any opportunity to read it.
Meticulously plotted, psychologically astute'' Sarah Vaughan
''This book is a pure adrenaline rush!'' Jenny Colgan Neve
Connolly looks down at a murdered man. She doesn''t call
the police. ''You know, it''s funny,'' Detective Inspector
Hitching said. ''Whoever I see, they keep saying, talk to Neve
Connolly, she''ll know. She''s the one people talk to, she''s the
one people confide in.'' A trusted colleague and friend. A
mother. A wife. Neve Connolly is all these things. She has
also made mistakes; some small, some unconsciously done,
some large, some deliberate. She is only human, after all. But
now one mistake is spiralling out of control and Neve is
bringing those around her into immense danger. She can''t
tell the truth. So how far is she prepared to go to protect
those she loves? And who does she really know? And who
can she trust? A liar. A cheat. A threat. Neve Connolly is all
these things. Could she be a murderer? Praise for Nicci
French: ''Too few novelists can combine this level of pageturning suspense with character care and pin-sharp prose''
Erin Kelly, bestselling author of He Said/She Said ''Nicci
French''s sophisticated, compassionate and gripping crime
novels stand head and shoulders above the competition''
Sophie Hannah ''Stunning'' Clare Mackintosh ''A multilayered plot that keeps you guessing until the final page''
Jane Corry ''Fabulous, unsettling and riveting'' Louise Penny
on Blue Monday ''Masterful'' Sabine Durrant ''The best crime
novels combine great writing, compelling storylines, and
memorable characters. You get all of that in a Nicci French,

but you also get something more: a deep insight into what it
means to be human, and how to live with pain and loss'' Cara
Hunter ''Tension-filled, addictive and taut, with beautifullydrawn characters I won''t forget. Nicci French just gets better
and better'' Laura Marshall, bestselling author of Friend
Request ''A masterclass'' Jane Casey ''Utterly addictive'' The
Independent ''A vivid, finely crafted performance'' Guardian
''Brilliantly crafted . . . masterly control of suspense'' Daily
Mirror ''Tense, frightening, gripping'' Easy Living ''Dark,
nerve-tingling and addictive'' Daily Express ''Magnificent''
Evening Standard ''French leads the field'' Sunday Express
''Nail-biting''Marie Claire ''Ingenious'' Daily Telegraph
Friday on My Mind Jul 14 2021 In Nicci’s French’s
thrilling fifth book, London psychotherapist Frieda Klein
herself becomes the prime suspect in a murder A bloated
corpse turns up in the Thames, throat slashed, and the only
clue is a hospital wristband reading Dr. F. Klein. Frieda is
taken to see the body and realizes with horror that it is
Sandy, her ex-boyfriend. She’s certain that the killer is Dean
Reeve—the man who has never stopped haunting her. But
the police think he has been dead for years, and Frieda is
their number one suspect. With few options, Frieda goes on
the run to save herself and try to uncover the truth. Praise for
the Frieda Klein Mystery series: “Fierce, fascinating, and full
of insight, Frieda Klein is irresistible.” —Val McDermid,
bestselling author of Splinter the Silence “Sophisticated,
gripping, addictive. Crime novels that stand head and
shoulders above the competition.” —Sophie Hannah,
bestselling author of Woman with a Secret “Complex
psychological suspense at its best.” —Booklist (starred

review)
The Memory Game Mar 22 2022 ***Special anniversary
edition, with a new introduction by Sophie Hannah*** You
remember an idyllic childhood. But your memory is
deceitful. And possibly deadly . . . When a skeleton is
unearthed in the Martellos' garden, Jane Martello is shocked
to learn it's that of her childhood friend, Natalie, who went
missing twenty-five years before. Jane is encouraged by her
therapist to recover what really took place when she was a
child - and what happened to Natalie. But as Jane learns the
truth about her past, is she putting her own future at terrible
risk? "A perfect blend of emotional honesty and plot-related
trickery" Sophie Hannah "The Memory Game was the book
that made me want to write a psychological thriller" Laura
Marshall, no.1 bestselling author of Friend Request.
Blue Monday Nov 06 2020 The stunning first book in a new
series of psychological thrillers introducing an unforgettable
London psychotherapist Frieda Klein is a solitary, incisive
psychotherapist who spends her sleepless nights walking
along the ancient rivers that have been forced underground in
modern London. She believes that the world is a messy,
uncontrollable place, but what we can control is what is
inside our heads. This attitude is reflected in her own life,
which is an austere one of refuge, personal integrity, and
order. The abduction of five-year-old Matthew Farraday
provokes a national outcry and a desperate police hunt. And
when his face is splashed over the newspapers, Frieda cannot
ignore the coincidence: one of her patients has been having
dreams in which he has a hunger for a child. A red-haired
child he can describe in perfect detail, a child the spitting

image of Matthew. She finds herself in the center of the
investigation, serving as the reluctant sidekick of the chief
inspector. Drawing readers into a haunting world in which
the terrors of the mind have spilled over into real life, Blue
Monday introduces a compelling protagonist and a chilling
mystery that will appeal to readers of dark crime fiction and
fans of In Treatment and The Killing.
Stone Mothers Jun 20 2019 'The Victorians used to call their
mental hospitals stone mothers,' I say. 'They thought the
design of the building could literally nurse the sick back to
health.' Marianne grew up in the shadow of the old asylum, a
place that still haunts her dreams. She was seventeen when
she fled the town, her family, her boyfriend Jesse and the
body they buried. Now, forced to return, she can feel the past
closing around her. And Jesse, who never forgave her for
leaving, is finally threatening to expose the truth. Marianne
will do anything to protect the life she's built; the husband
and daughter who must never know. Even if it means turning
to her worst enemy... But Marianne may not know the whole
story - and she isn't the only one with secrets they'd kill to
keep. A lifetime ago, a patient escaped Nazareth mental
asylum. They covered their tracks carefully. Or so they
thought. Thirty years ago, Marianne Smy committed a crime
then fled from her home to leave the past behind. Or so she
thought. Now, Marianne has been forced to return. Nazareth
asylum has been converted to luxury flats, but its terrible
hold on her is still strong. A successful academic, a loving
mother and a loyal wife, she fears her secret being revealed
and her world shattering. She is right to be scared.
The Red Room Aug 27 2022 Kriminalroman. Kit Quinn er

læge med speciale i psykologiske profiler af kriminelle. Efter
et overfald på Kit mistænkes overfaldsmanden for mord på
flere kvinder. Først da Kit tilkaldes, finder man en
fællesnævner
Catch Me When I Fall May 12 2021 From the bestselling
author of "Killing Me Softly" and "Beneath the Skin" comes
a stunning new novel of psychological suspense.
Saturday Requiem Jan 08 2021 Nicci French's darkest most
shocking thriller yet, Saturday Requiem is the stand-alone
sixth instalment of the Frieda Klein series, about a young girl
accused of murdering her family Thirteen years ago
eighteen-year-old Hannah Docherty was arrested for the
brutal murder of her family. It was an open-shut case and
Hannah's been incarcerated in a secure hospital ever since.
When psychotherapist Frieda Klein is asked to meet Hannah
and give her assessment of her, she reluctantly agrees. What
she finds horrifies her. And Frieda is haunted by the thought
that Hannah might be as much of a victim as her family; that
something wasn't right all those years ago. And as Hannah's
case takes hold of her, Frieda soon begins to realize that she's
up against someone who'll go to any lengths to protect
themself. 'Nicci French's sophisticated, compassionate and
gripping crime novels stand head and shoulders above the
competition' Sophie Hannah 'French leads the field' Sunday
Express 'Brilliantly crafted . . . masterly control of suspense'
Daily Mirror 'Tense, frightening, gripping' Easy Living
'Dark, nerve-tingling and addictive' Daily Express
The Red Room Sep 28 2022 He almost took your life. Now
his is in your hands... After psychologist Kit Quinn is
brutally attacked by a prisoner, she is determined to get

straight back to work. When the police want her help in
linking the man who attacked her to a series of murders, she
refuses to simply accept the obvious. But the closer her
investigation takes her to the truth behind the savage crimes,
the nearer Kit gets to the dark heart of her own terror.
The Unheard Jul 26 2022 THE NEW THRILLER FROM
THE MASTER OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SUSPENSE ‘He
did kill. Kill and kill and kill.’ Tess’s number one priority
has always been her three-year-old daughter Poppy. But
splitting up with Poppy’s father Jason means that she cannot
always be there to keep her daughter safe. When she finds a
disturbing drawing, dark and menacing, among her
daughter’s brightly coloured paintings, Tess is convinced that
Poppy has witnessed something terrible. Something that her
young mind is struggling to put into words. But no one will
listen. It’s only a child’s drawing, isn’t it? Tess will protect
Poppy, whatever the price. But when she doesn’t know what,
or who, she is protecting her from, how can she possibly
know who to trust . . . ? 'Confirms Nicci French as the giant
of the genre' Erin Kelly ‘An intense, brilliantly crafted
thriller that hums with menace from start to finish' TM
Logan Praise for Nicci French: ‘Expertly paced,
psychologically sharp, thoroughly enjoyable' Louise
Candlish ‘Meticulously plotted, psychologically astute’
Sarah Vaughan 'A heart-wrenchingly plausible spiral into
paranoia, fear and unbearable tension. Literally pulsepounding' Christopher Brookmyre 'Totally absorbing. Such
great plotting and characters, but also so human and full of
insights about ordinary life and relationships. That's what
always sets Nicci French’s work apart - it makes the

narrative feel so real' Sabine Durrant 'I love Nicci French’s
books, and with The Unheard they are right at the top of their
game. Few crime writers can match their psychological
acuity, of their ability to lead a reader through dizzying plot
twists without ever losing pace. It’s an absolute masterclass
of crime writing' Kate Rhodes ‘Great writing, razor-sharp
plotting, and powerful characterisation. I was 100 pages in
before I even drew breath, and I defy anyone to see the
ending coming’ Cara Hunter ‘It’s Nicci French perfection –
which, as we all know, is the best kind of perfection. So, so
gripping and brilliantly clued' Sophie Hannah ‘What an
intriguing, compelling page-turner. I ate it up in two days’
Liz Nugent 'The Unheard is elegant and beguiling,
masterfully crafted, with an almost hallucinatory sense of
jangling unease' C. M. Ewan ’Taut, well-paced and
frighteningly familiar, I found it difficult to put down and
hard to forget' Polly Phillips
Lasting Damage Aug 03 2020 The unnervingly good sixth
psychological thriller from bestselling crime writer Sophie
Hannah, not to be missed for readers of Clare Mackintosh
and Paula Hawkins. 'Jaw-droppingly assured' Daily Express
'A first-class whodunnit' Scotsman Don't go into the other
woman's house . . . It's 1.15 a.m. Connie Bowskill should be
asleep. Instead, she's logging on to a property website in
search of a particular house: 11 Bentley Grove, Cambridge.
She knows it's for sale; she saw the estate agent's board in the
front garden less than six hours ago. Soon Connie is clicking
on the 'Virtual Tour' button, keen to see the inside of 11
Bentley Grove and put her mind at rest once and for all. She
finds herself looking at a scene from a nightmare: in the

living room, in the middle of the carpet, there's a woman
lying face down in a huge pool of blood. In shock, Connie
wakes her husband Kit. But when Kit sits down at the
computer to take a look, he sees no dead body, only a pristine
beige carpet in a perfectly ordinary room . . .
The Lying Game Sep 04 2020 From the New York Times
bestselling author of the “twisty-mystery” (Vulture) novel In
a Dark, Dark Wood, The Woman in Cabin 10, and The Turn
of the Key comes Ruth Ware’s The Lying Game. Isa Wilde
knows something terrible has happened when she receives a
text from an old friend. Why would Kate summon her and
their two friends to the seaside town where they briefly
attended the Salten House boarding school together
seventeen years ago? The four friends had quickly bonded
over the Lying Game—a risky contest that involved tricking
fellow boarders and faculty with their lies. Now reunited, Isa,
Kate, Thea, and Fatima discover that their past lies had farreaching effects and criminal implications that threaten them
all. In order to protect their reputations, and their friendship,
they must uncover the truth about what really happened all
those years ago. Atmospheric and twisty, with just the right
amount of chill, The Lying Game will have readers at the
edge of their seats, not knowing who can be trusted in this
tangled web of lies.
The Lying Room Oct 29 2022 * THE NEW ADDICTIVE
THRILLER FROM THE MASTER OF PSYCHOLOGICAL
SUSPENSE * ‘Expertly paced, psychologically sharp,
thoroughly enjoyable' Louise Candlish ‘Meticulously plotted,
psychologically astute’ Sarah Vaughan 'Confirms Nicci
French as the giant of the genre' Erin Kelly ‘A pure

adrenaline rush’ Jenny Colgan Neve Connolly looks down at
a murdered man. She doesn't call the police. ‘You know, it’s
funny,’ Detective Inspector Hitching said. ‘Whoever I see,
they keep saying, talk to Neve Connolly, she’ll know. She’s
the one people talk to, she’s the one people confide in.’ A
trusted colleague and friend. A mother. A wife. Neve
Connolly is all these things. She has also made mistakes. One
that is now spiralling out of control. Bringing those around
her into immense danger. A liar. A cheat. A threat. Neve
Connolly is all these things. Could she be a murderer?
The Day of the Dead Feb 21 2022 "LOUISE PENNY says
the Frieda Klein novels are"fabulous."JOSEPH FINDER
says they're "in the rich vein of Kate Atkinson."And TAMI
HOAG calls them "truly unique." Now the final book in this
extraordinary series is here. And it's an ending you'll never
forget... A decade ago, psychologist Frieda Klein was sucked
into the orbit of Dean Reeve -- a killer able to impersonate
almost anyone, a man who can disappear without a trace, a
psychopath obsessed with Frieda herself. In the years since,
Frieda has worked with -- and sometimes against -- the
London police in solving their most baffling cases. But now
she's in hiding, driven to isolation by Reeve. When a series
of murders announces his return, Frieda must emerge from
the shadows to confront her nemesis. And it's a showdown
she might not survive. Criminology student Lola Hayes has
tracked Frieda down with a single-minded pursuit: she wants
to delve inside the mind of a woman besieged by darkness.
But in following every move Frieda makes, Lola is exposing
herself to the same terrors--and the same twisted fixation of a
diabolical psychopath. This gripping cat-and-mouse thriller

pits one of the most fascinating characters in contemporary
fiction against an enemy like none other. Smart,
sophisticated, and spellbinding, it's a novel to leave you
breathless"-House of Correction Jun 25 2022 **HIGHLY
COMMENDED FOR THE 2021 CWA GOLD DAGGER
AWARD** She’s a murderer. Everyone knows she killed
Stuart Rees – why else would his dead body be found in her
shed? So now Tabitha is in prison, awaiting trial. Coming
back to the remote coastal village where she grew up was a
mistake. She didn’t fit in then, and she doesn’t fit in now.
That day is such a blur, she can’t remember clearly what
happened. There is something she is missing, something
important… She only knows one thing. She is not capable of
murder. And the only one she can trust to help her out of this
situation is herself. So she must fight. Against the odds. For
her life. Beautifully written about prejudice, loneliness and
fighting spirit, this new book by Nicci French is shocking,
twisty and utterly compelling. Praise for House of
Correction: ‘A novel that blissfully plays with two genres: on
the one hand an against-the-odds legal thriller à la John
Grisham… and on the other a Miss Marple whodunnit set in
a Devon village’ Sunday Times ‘Nicci French husband-andwife writing team responsible for some of the UK’s best
psychological thrillers have created a gem of a protagonist in
Tabitha… House of Correction allows the readers to puzzle
out what happened alongside Tabitha, while cheering her
effort’ Observer ‘First-class’ Independent ‘Gripping’
Literary Review ‘Gritty and moving – the husband-and-wife
team have scored another hit’ Best ‘A twisty and shocking

read’ Bella ‘Engrossing’ Good Housekeeping ‘I wanted
everything to stop so I could read this book… Definitely a
favourite read of mine for 2020’ Woman’s Way (Ireland)
‘Describing it as a suspenseful prison thriller, or riveting
courtroom drama doesn’t do this meticulously written
detective novel justice… As well as its finely drawn
characters and clever storyline, this is a novel that provokes
you into pondering the workings of the wider justice system,
police methods and prison life’ Bookanista ‘Great writing,
razor-sharp plotting, and powerful characterisation. I was
100 pages in before I even drew breath, and I defy anyone to
see the ending coming’ Cara Hunter ‘Part ingenious lockedroom mystery. Part you’ve-got-thewrong-person nightmare
drama. Part intricate memory game. Yet all seamlessly
woven together. French’s best book yet’ A J Finn ‘Clever,
compelling, original and twisty. This unputdownable Davidand-Goliath story has the flawed, funny, totally unforgettable
Tabitha at its heart and I read until the early hours, desperate
to know her fate’ Erin Kelly
The Butterfly Girl Oct 25 2019 Naomi's job is locating
missing children, but she cannot find her own sister, lost for
20 years. She has no picture, no name, just a memory of a
strawberry field at night and running for her life. Celia, a
street child, has nothing but her hope in the butterflies that
she imagines all around her on Portland, Oregon's dangerous
streets, where young girls are going missing. As danger
creeps closer, Naomi and Celia must ask themselves: can you
still be lost even when you've been found? But will they find
the answer too late?
Beneath the Skin Apr 11 2021 ***Special anniversary

edition, with a new introduction by A. J. Finn*** Someone's
watching you. You don't know who. But he knows you . . .
Zoe, Jennifer and Nadia are three women with nothing in
common. Except for the man who wants to kill them. He
sends them terrifying letters - promising to bring their lives
to a violent, horrible end. But not before he has enjoyed
himself. He delights in watching the women suffer, thrilled
by his power to leave them utterly helpless, alone and in
terror. Except they're not all as helpless as he thinks . . .
'Nicci French represent psychological suspense at its most
searching and incisive' A. J. Finn, internationally No. 1
Bestselling Author of The Woman In The Window
Complicit Oct 17 2021 Complicit is a gripping
psychological thriller by the highly acclaimed and Top Ten
bestselling author, Nicci French Who is more deadly? An
enemy? A friend? Or a lover? Bonnie Graham is in her
friend's flat. She is alone, except for the dead body lying in a
pool of blood. What happened? What will she do? And is any
or all of it her fault? Bonnie is a music teacher who has spent
a long, hot summer in London rehearsing with a band. It was
supposed to be fun, but the tricky knots of the band's
friendships unravel with each passing day. What was meant
to be a summer of happiness, music and love turns deadly as
lovers betray, passions turn homicidal and friendship itself
becomes a crime. Someone in the band must be a killer. Is it
Bonnie? And if not - who is it? Praise for Nicci French:
'Relentlessly addictive . . . Friendship and betrayal has never
been so deadly' Mirror 'A gripping crime mystery, an
accomplished thriller' Woman 'Exerts a vice-like grip' Daily
Telegraph 'Reels in readers from the start' Independent

All in Her Head Dec 27 2019 DISCOVER THE DEBUT
THRILLER GETTING INSIDE EVERYONE'S HEAD
THIS YEAR 'Tense and moving' - HARRIET TYCE, author
of Blood Orange 'A clever and emotionally charged debut' LESLEY KARA, author of The Rumour 'Brilliantly written
with plenty of surprises along the way' - T M LOGAN,
author of The Holiday 'Haunting and compelling . . . it had
me immediately gripped' - KAREN HAMILTON, author of
The Perfect Girlfriend 'It had my head spinning' - LAURA
PEARSON, author of Missing Pieces 'Instantly gripping . . .
a psychological thriller with real heart and depth' LISA
BALLANTYNE, author of The Guilty One
--------------------------------------------------------- Alison feels
like she's losing her mind. She is convinced that her exhusband Jack is following her. She is certain she recognises
the strange woman who keeps approaching her at work. She
knows she has a good reason to be afraid. But she can't
remember why. Then the mention of one name brings a
lifetime of memories - and the truth - crashing back... An
electric, page-turning thriller perfect for fans of Louise
Candlish, Adele Parks and Erin Kelly.
--------------------------------------------------------- A thriller
you'll want to talk about the moment you've finished it! 'A
twist that will make you feel like you've been hit by an
express train' S Magazine 'Clever, impressive and instantly
gripping . . . Surprising twists will make your head spin in
the build up to a moving yet chilling finale' Daily Express
'As soon as you've finished, you'll be dying to start again to
try and spot the clues you've missed' Woman's Weekly 'So
original!' Heat

What to Do When Someone Dies Jun 13 2021 What to Do
When Someone Dies is another ingenious thriller from the
best-loved, bestselling author, Nicci French Ellie Faulkner's
world has been destroyed. Her husband Greg died in a car
crash - and he wasn't alone. In the passenger seat was the
body of Milena Livingstone - a woman Ellie's never heard of.
But Ellie refuses to leap to the obvious conclusion, despite
the whispers and suspicions of those around her. Maybe it's
the grief, but Ellie has to find out who this woman was - and
prove Greg wasn't having an affair. And soon she is
chillingly certain their deaths were no accident. Are Ellie's
accusations of murder her way of avoiding the truth about
her marriage? Or does an even more sinister discovery await
her? Praise for Nicci French: 'Relentlessly enjoyable and
gripping from the first page to the last' Evening Standard
'You'll be totally gripped until a very unexpected twist
knocks you for six' Cosmopolitan 'You'll be hooked from the
first page. A compulsive page-turner' Daily Express
Sunday Morning Coming Down Feb 09 2021 THE
GRIPPING, PENULTIMATE Frieda Klein novel.
SOMEONE IS COMING FOR FRIEDA, SOMEONE
DEADLY. 'She finds a body under a floor in her home. It's
murder. But it's also a message . . .' For years psychotherapist
Frieda Klein has believed serial killer Dean Reeve escaped
justice. That, despite what the police say, he's still alive. And
finally she has the evidence. Under her floor is the rotting
corpse of an ex-policeman who she'd hired to hunt for Reeve.
Now the police have to take her seriously. Because it is clear
that whoever did this is very dangerous and must be found.
It's also clear that they're not finished with Frieda - or those

she loves most. But as Frieda is about to learn - it's always
darkest just before the dawn . . . 'Addictive' Daily Express
'Nail-biting' Marie Claire 'Menacing' Guardian 'Ingenious'
Daily Telegraph THE FINAL RECKONING FOR FRIEDA
IS APPROACHING. DAY OF THE DEAD IS OUT SOON .
..
The Safe House Mar 30 2020 The Safe House is a
scintillating psychological thriller by the Sunday Times Top
Ten bestselling author, Nicci French 'Nicci French's
sophisticated, compassionate and gripping crime novels
stand head and shoulders above the competition' Sophie
Hannah *** You open your home and your heart to a victim.
But your house is anything but safe . . . Samantha Laschen is
a doctor specialising in post-traumatic stress disorder. She's
moved to the coast to escape her problems and to be alone
with her young daughter. But now the police want her to take
in Fiona Mackenzie, a girl whose parents have been savagely
murdered. Yet by allowing Fiona in, Sam is exposing herself
- and her daughter - to risks she couldn't possibly have
imagined . . . *** Praise for Nicci French: 'French leads the
field' Sunday Express 'Brilliantly crafted . . . masterly control
of suspense' Daily Mirror 'Tense, frightening, gripping' Easy
Living 'Dark, nerve-tingling and addictive' Daily Express
'Gripping, chilling, moving' Observer
The Other Side of the Door Jan 20 2022 From the
internationally bestselling author of The Lying Room, a sexy,
intricate thriller about the temptation of secrets, the weight of
lies, and the price of betrayal and suspicion. Who is more
dangerous? An enemy, a friend, or a lover? When Bonnie
Graham arrives at her boyfriend’s apartment in London, she

is horrified to discover a dead body in a pool of blood on the
floor. But she doesn’t call the police. Bonnie hides the corpse
and then carefully wipes away any evidence she was ever
there. Bonnie is a music teacher who spent a long, hot
summer in London rehearsing with a band to play at a
friend’s wedding. It was supposed to be fun, but the band
members find the complicated knots of their
friendships—some old, some new—unraveling as the days
themselves unwind. What was meant to be a summer of
happiness, love, and music turns deadly as lovers betray one
another, passions turn murderous, and friendship itself
becomes a crime. Everyone tells lies. But is anyone prepared
to tell the truth to uncover a murderer?
The Liar's Chair Sep 23 2019 As featured on Loose
Women's Loose Books as their November book club pick.
The Liar's Chair is Rebecca Whitney's stunning
psychological thriller debut set in Brighton. Who can she
trust If she can't trust herself? Rachel Teller and her husband
David appear happy, prosperous and fulfilled. The big house,
the successful business . . . They have everything. However,
control, not love, fuels their relationship and David has no
idea his wife indulges in drunken indiscretions. When Rachel
kills a man in a hit and run, the meticulously maintained
veneer over their life begins to crack. Destroying all evidence
of the accident, David insists they continue as normal.
Rachel, though, is racked with guilt and as her behaviour
becomes increasingly self-destructive she not only inflames
David's darker side, but also uncovers her own longsuppressed memories of shame. Can Rachel confront her past
and atone for her terrible crime? Not if her husband has

anything to do with it . . . A startling, dark and audacious
novel set in and around the Brighton streets, The Liar's Chair
will keep readers on the edge of their seats until the final
page has been turned. A stunning psychological portrait of a
woman in a toxic marriage, Rebecca Whitney's debut will
show that sometimes the darkest shadow holds the truth you
have been hiding from . . . 'A twist-filled tour of a marriage
made in hell' Peter Swanson *Perfect for fans of Louise
Doughty's Apple Tree Yard*
You Sent Me a Letter Aug 15 2021 At 2 a.m. on the
morning of her fortieth birthday, Sophie wakes to find an
intruder in her bedroom. The stranger hands Sophie a letter
and issues an threat: open the letter at her party that evening,
in front of family and friends, at exactly 8 p.m., or those she
loves will be in grave danger. What can the letter possibly
contain? This will be no ordinary party; Sophie is not the
only person keeping a secret about the evening ahead. When
the clock strikes eight, the course of several people's lives
will be altered for ever. Now updated with an exclusive first
chapter from Lucy Dawson's next thriller Everything You
Told Me.
Losing You Dec 19 2021 Nicci French, bestselling author of
thriller Blue Monday, tells the terrifying story of a missing
child in Losing You. Nina Landry has given up city life for
the isolated community of Sandling Island. At night the wind
howls. Sometimes they are cut off by the tide. For Nina
though it is home. It is safe. But when her daughter Charlie
fails to return from a sleepover on the day they're due to go
on holiday, the island becomes a different place altogether. A
place of secrets and suspicions. Where no one - friends,

neighbours or the police - believes Nina's fear that her
daughter is in danger. Alone, she franticly searches for
Charlie. And as day turns to night, she begins to doubt not
just whether they'll leave for their holiday - but if they will
ever leave at all. 'You live through every nail-biting
minute'Guardian Nicci French is the pseudonym for the
writing partnership of journalists Nicci Gerrard and Sean
French. Together they have written 13 books, including
Complicit, What to do When Someone Dies and Until It's
Over.
House of Correction May 24 2022 Named a New York
Times Best Book to Give! “This house of correction is
booby-trapped with twists, the floors paved with trapdoors,
quicksand churning in the garden. Enter if you dare.” –A.J.
Finn, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Woman
in the Window “Full of unexpected turns . . . Immensely
satisfying.” – The New York Times Book Review In this
heart-pounding standalone thriller from bestselling author
Nicci French, a woman accused of murder attempts to solve
her own case from the confines of prison—but as she
unravels the truth, everything is called into question,
including her own certainty that she is innocent. Tabitha is
not a murderer. When a body is discovered in Okeham,
England, Tabitha is shocked to find herself being placed in
handcuffs. It must be a mistake. She’d only recently moved
back to her childhood hometown, not even getting a chance
to reacquaint herself with the neighbors. How could she
possibly be a murder suspect? She knows she’s not. As
Tabitha is shepherded through the system, her entire life is
picked apart and scrutinized —her history of depression and

medications, her decision to move back to a town she
supposedly hated . . . and of course, her past relationship
with the victim, her former teacher. But most unsettling,
Tabitha’s own memories of that day are a complete blur. She
thinks she’s not. From the isolation of the correctional
facility, Tabitha dissects every piece of evidence, every
testimony she can get her hands on, matching them against
her own recollections. But as dark, long-buried memories
from her childhood come to light, Tabatha begins to question
if she knows what kind of person she is after all. The world is
convinced she’s a killer. Tabatha needs to prove them all
wrong. But what if she’s only lying to herself?
Silent Victim Apr 30 2020 "Emma is a loving wife, a devoted
mother--and an involuntary killer. For years she's been
hiding the dead body of the teacher who seduced her as a
teen. It's a secret that might have stayed buried if only her
life had been less perfect. A promotion for Emma's husband
Alex means they can finally move to a bigger home with
their young son. But with a buyer lined up for their old
house, Emma can't leave without destroying every last trace
of her final revenge"--Dust jacket flap.
Until It's Over Oct 05 2020 From the internationally
bestselling author of the Frieda Klein series, Nicci French,
comes this steamy and suspenseful stand-alone thriller about
a group of housemates who must determine the killer among
them when a series of murders occur. Be careful of the ones
closest to you... London cycle courier Astrid Bell has known
most of her housemates for years, but while they have a
tangled history together—romantic pairings, one-night
stands, friendships—they each have secrets. Astrid is on her

way home one day when her neighbor accidentally knocks
her off her bike. Suffering a few bruises, her roommates help
her home. The next day, they learn that same neighbor was
bludgeoned to death only hours after the accident. Each of
them tells the police what little they know and are dismissed.
Then a few days later, Astrid is asked to pick up a package
from a wealthy woman called Ingrid de Soto. When she
arrives, the client is lying in the hall of her luxurious
home—and it’s apparent she’s also been murdered. For the
police, it’s more than bad luck. For Astrid and her six
housemates, it's the beginning of a nightmare: suspicious
glances, bitter accusations, and a growing fear that the worst
is yet to come. As the difference between friend and stranger
grows harder to judge, the line between attraction and danger
thins. The housemates—unsure if there’s a killer in their
midst—guard themselves against becoming the next victim.
Because if it’s true that bad luck comes in threes—who will
be the next to die?
So Lucky Nov 25 2019 *Dawn O’Porter’s brand new novel,
CAT LADY, is available to pre-order now! * *The Sunday
Times bestseller and Richard and Judy Book Club pick* ‘A
total joy’ Matt Haig ‘Unputdownable’ Marian Keyes
Tuesday's Gone Nov 18 2021 “Blue Monday leaves readers
with the promise of intriguing tales to come” —People (fourstar review) Internationally bestselling authors Nicci Gerard
and Sean French, writing as Nicci French, have sold more
than eight million copies of their books worldwide. But
nothing they’ve written written before has grabbed the
attention of reviewers and readers like Blue Monday and its
iconic heroine, Frieda Klein. In a starred review, Publishers

Weekly called it a “superb psychological thriller . . . with
brooding atmosphere, sustained suspense, a last-minute plot
twist, and memorable cast of characters.” In Tuesday’s Gone,
a London social worker makes a routine home visit only to
discover her client, Michelle Doyce, serving afternoon tea to
a naked, decomposing corpse. With no clues as to the dead
man’s identity, Chief Inspector Karlsson again calls upon
Frieda for help. She discovers that the body belongs to
Robert Poole, con man extraordinaire. But Frieda can’t shake
the feeling that the past isn’t done with her yet. Did someone
kill Poole to embroil her in the investigation? And if so, is
Frieda herself the next victim? A masterpiece of paranoia,
Tuesday’s Gone draws readers inexorably into a fractured
and faithless world as it brilliantly confirms Frieda Klein as a
quintessential heroine for our times.
Land of the Living Apr 23 2022 Kidnapped, gagged, and
held in an airless shed by some unknown assailant, Abbie
Devereaux has somehow managed to survive her ordeal and
escape.
The Twilight Hour Jun 01 2020 Secrets and memories collide
in The Twilight Hour, the new novel from bestselling author
Nicci Gerrard. 'Be with me now, at the twilight hour. When
the light fails.' 'I'm here.' 'Tell me.' 'What shall I tell you?'
'Tell me about us, when we were young. What was it like?
What was I like then?' Eleanor Lee has lived a fiercely
independent existence for over ninety years, but now it's time
to tidy her life away - books, photographs, paintings, letters a lifetime of possessions all neatly boxed up for the last time.
But amongst them there are some things that must be kept
hidden. And, nearing blindness, Eleanor needs help to

uncover them before her children and grandchildren do.
Peter, a young man with a broken heart who feels as lost as
Eleanor's past, is employed to help with this task. And
together they uncover traces of another life - words and
photographs telling a story of forbidden love, betrayal,
passion, grief and self-sacrifice, which Eleanor must visit one
last time. By speaking her memories out loud, and releasing
the secrets of her past, Eleanor can finally lay them to rest.
To honour them at last, and protect those who must never
know. Praise for Nicci Gerrard: 'Beguiling, poignant,
wonderful' Sunday Express 'Acutely observed and
beautifully written' Woman and Home 'Subtle, poignant and
tremendously skilful' Observer Nicci Gerrard writes for the
Observer and is the co-author, with Sean French, of the
bestselling Nicci French thrillers. She lives in Suffolk with
her husband and four children. Her novels Things We Knew
Were True, Solace, The Moment You Were Gone, The
Winter House and Missing Persons are all published by
Penguin and received rave reviews.
Who Slays the Wicked Aug 23 2019 The death of a fiendish
nobleman strikes close to home as Sebastian St. Cyr is tasked
with finding the killer to save his young cousin from
persecution in this riveting new historical mystery from the
USA Today bestselling author of Why Kill the Innocent....
When the handsome but dissolute young gentleman Lord
Ashworth is found brutally murdered, Sebastian St. Cyr,
Viscount Devlin, is called in by Bow Street magistrate Sir
Henry Lovejoy to help catch the killer. Just seven months
before, Sebastian had suspected Ashworth of aiding one of
his longtime friends and companions in the kidnapping and

murder of a string of vulnerable street children. But
Sebastian was never able to prove Ashworth's complicity.
Nor was he able to prevent his troubled, headstrong young
niece Stephanie from entering into a disastrous marriage with
the dangerous nobleman. Stephanie has survived the difficult
birth of twin sons. But Sebastian soon discovers that her
marriage has quickly degenerated into a sham. Ashworth
abandoned his pregnant bride at his father's Park Street
mansion and has continued living an essentially bachelor
existence. And mounting evidence--ranging from a small
bloody handprint to a woman's silk stocking--suggests that
Ashworth's killer was a woman. Sebastian is tasked with
unraveling the shocking nest of secrets surrounding
Ashworth's life to keep Stephanie from being punished for
his death.
Waiting for Wednesday Jul 02 2020 Ruth Lennox, beloved
mother of three, is found by her daughter in a pool of her
own blood. Who would want to murder an ordinary
housewife? And why? Psychotherapist Frieda Klein finds she
has an unusually personal connection with DCI Karlsson's
latest case.
Killing Me Softly Feb 27 2020 From internationally
acclaimed author Nicci French comes a shattering
psychological thriller in the spirit of Gone Girl. Alice
Loudon has it all: a devoted boyfriend, a marvelous circle of
friends, a challenging job as a research scientist. Then one
morning, on her way to work, she exchanges a lingering look
with a devastatingly attractive man. Adam Tallis is the
essence of every female fantasy-a daring mountain climber
who has been hailed as a hero. As a lover, he is more

passionate than Alice's wildest imaginings. Soon there isn't
anything or anyone she wouldn't give up to stay by his side.
But as she learns more about her lover, she enters his world
of risk and transgression-and begins to uncover a past filled
with troubling secrets. Adam hurts her sometimes and three
women in his life have died accidental deaths. Determined to
uncover the truth, Alice turns detective as her fears start to
come true. Soon love and sexual obsession overwhelm her
until they threaten everything: her safety, her sanity and her
life.
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